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in Great Britain
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The Professional & Revolutionary 

CHEWING GUM REMOVAL



Long RuntimeLong Runtime
All Ecogum machines have up to 
8 hours continuous runtime. 

Completely SilentCompletely Silent
The Ecogum machines are  completely 
silent, allowing them to be operated at 
all times of the day or night.

Ultra-PortableUltra-Portable
Our self-contained backpack machines 
are easily stored and transported; no 
power source or water supply required.

Eco-FriendlyEco-Friendly
Our machines use a natural, pH 
neutral detergent which is scientifically 
formulated to remove all types of 
chewing gum from any surface.

User-FriendlyUser-Friendly
Our Ecogum machines are very 
user-friendly and can be operated around 
the general public, creating very positive 
PR coverage and visibility.

LightweightLightweight
Every Ecogum machine is very 
comfortable for the operator to 
wear over a long period of time.

Long RuntimeLong Runtime
The lithium-ion batteries have been 
designed and manufactured by our team 
of engineers, to create a lightweight   
battery with a minimum of 80 mins 
continuous use, per battery.

Ultra-Fast ChargingUltra-Fast Charging
The Ecogum E-MaxE is supplied with 
an ultra-fast charger which will fully 
charge a battery in approximately 100 
minutes; making continuous operation 
easy.

Durable CaseDurable Case
The Ecogum Maxi and E-MaxE has a 
purpose-built, robust and durable back-
pack which also allows the operator easy 
access to load and unload consumables.

Suitable for IndoorsSuitable for Indoors
The Ecogum E-MaxE is perfect for 
external use but can also be used 
internally in areas like shopping malls, 
retail units and educational settings.

MINIMINI MAXIMAXIMIDIMIDI
Check out the gallery, videos and technical information on our website

For a decade, Eco Removal Systems has specialised in the design 
and manufacture of ultra-portable, self-contained chewing gum 
removal machines. 

Our Ecogum range of machines are lightweight, durable and very 
reliable and are manufactured at our factory in Birmingham (UK). 

Every Ecogum machine has the following benefits:

Long Runtime

Eco-Friendly

Completely Silent

User-Friendly

Ultra-Portable

Lightweight

E-MAXEE-MAXE

The Ecogum E-MaxE: Fully 
Electric System

Completely ElectricCompletely Electric
The Ecogum E-MaxE has been designed and created by 
our team of expert engineers, after years of research and 
development with the goal of creating a fully battery-
powered and lightweight machine that has a long runtime. 

The Ecogum E-MaxE has been designed and created by our 
team of expert engineers, after years of research and devel-
opment with the goal of creating a fully battery-powered and 
lightweight machine that has a long runtime. 

With our proven track record of creating a high performance 
and reliable machine, the Ecogum E-MaxE was a great addition 
to the Ecogum range as a completely electric, gum removal 
machine. 

The Ecogum E-MaxE is carried in a lightweight backpack with 
a long runtime and interchangeable batteries. 

The E-MaxE also has the following benefits:

Long Runtime

Ultra-Fast Charger

Suitable for Indoors

Handheld Controller

The Professional & Revolutionary 

CHEWING GUM REMOVAL
Systems

Eco Removal Systems Production Line

Specialists In Eco-Friendly 
Chewing Gum Removal Machines

Handheld ControllerHandheld Controller
The Ecogum Midi, Maxi and E-MaxE are 
equipped with a handheld controller that 
can be attached onto the machine’s harness, 
allowing easy access to the controls.

The

Range



Price per unit: 
£3295

Completely electric
2 x interchangeable lithium-ion batteries
80-minute run time (per battery)
Ultra-fast charger
Handheld controller for extra control
Robust and durable outer-casing 
Our lightest ever carbon fibre lance
Battery monitor
Runtime monitor
Heat Indicator

Price per unit: 
£2195

Price per unit: 
£2995

Gas-powered
8-hour battery life
Handheld controller 
Robust and durable outer casing
Lightweight carbon fibre lance
Battery monitor
Runtime monitor
Fluid sensor

Price per unit: 
£2495

Gas-powered
8-hour battery life
Handheld controller
Softshell outer casing
Lightweight carbon fibre lance
Battery monitor 
Fluid sensor

Gas-powered
4-hour battery life
Softshell outer casing
Controls on the base of the machine
Lightweight carbon fibre lance

All prices stated are subject to VAT. 
Eco Removal Systems Limited
126 Oldbury Road, Birmingham
West Midlands, B66 1JE, UK
+44(0)121 565 3087

+44(0)121 585 1550 sales@ecoremovalsystems.com www.ecoremovalsystems.com


